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Abstract: Histopathological subtyping of nonsmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is currently important in selecting specific therapeutic agents. It can be challenging in distinguishing poorly differentiated lung adenocarcinoma (AC) from
squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) on small biopsy samples. This study was aimed to evaluate the utility of a panel
of immunohistochemical markers consisting of ΔNp63 (p40), cytokeratins (CK) 5/6, thyroid transcription factor-1
(TTF-1) and napsin A (novel aspartic proteinase of the pepsin family) in subtyping poorly differentiated NSCLC.
Forty-eight cases of NSCLC that could not be further classified by examination of hematoxylin-eosin (H&E)-stained
slides on biopsy and had subsequent resection specimens were selected. Subtyping of the tumor was based on the
resection specimen using the World Health Organization criteria. ΔNp63 was expressed in all 16 SCCs (100%), and
was negative in all ACs and LCCs. CK5/6 was positive in 13 of 16 SCCs (81%), and was negative in all ACs and LCCs.
TTF-1 was positive in 20 of 25 ACs (80%) and 3 of 7 LCCs (43%), but none of 16 SCCs. Napsin A was positive in 16
of 25 ACs (64%) and was negative in all SCCs and LCCs. Our study shows that a panel including ΔNp63, CK5/6,
TTF-1, and napsin A allows correct subclassification of 39 of 48 cases of NSCLC on biopsy and may contribute to
refine lung cancer classification in biopsy specimens, remarkably reducing the NSCLC-NOS (not otherwise specified)
diagnostic category.
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Introduction
To date, lung cancer is the most common cause
of cancer-related mortality in the world. Lung
cancer is usually divided into small cell lung
cancer and non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC).
The main histologic types of non-small cell lung
carcinoma are squamous cell carcinoma (SCC),
adenocarcinoma (AC), and large cell carcinoma
(LCC) [1-3]. Historically, all subtypes of NSCLC
received the same treatment. The histologic
subclassification of non-small cell lung carcinoma was not clinically or therapeutically
important, because of a lack of differential
treatment options for NSCLC subtypes.
In contrast with past years, the availability of
targeted therapies has created a need for precise subtyping of non-small cell lung carcinomas. For instance, gefitinib, the epidermal
growth factor receptor inhibitor, is more likely to
be effective in ACs than in SCCs [4]. Beva-

cizumab, the antivascular endothelial growth
factor agent, is associated with uncommon but
potentially fatal pulmonary hemorrhage in
SCCs, and is therefore contraindicated in SCCs
[5, 6].
Although the majority of NSCLCs can be subtyped by examination of hematoxylin-eosin
(H&E)-stained slides alone, Morphologic separation of poorly differentiated tumors can be
difficult, especially in small biopsy specimens
[7].
Therefore, there is an increasing need for additional diagnostic techniques such as immunohistochemistry (IHC) [8]. Several recent studies
have demonstrated that different panels of IHC
markers may be useful to distinguish adenocarcinoma (AC) from squamous cell carcinoma
(SCC), especially on biopsy samples [9, 10]. Our
study focused on biopsy samples because
most lung cancers are unresectable at diagno-
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Table 1. Immunohistochemical reactions in lung biopsies of poorlydifferentiated non-small cell carcinomas (positive/total stained)
Tumor subtypes on resected specimens (No. of case)
Marker
SCC (16)
AC (25)
LCC (7)
ΔNp63
16/16
0/25
0/7
p63
16/16
4/25
0/7
CK5/6
13/16
0/25
0/7
34βE12
15/16
15/25
2/7
TTF1
0/16
20/25
3/7
Napsin A
0/16
16/25
0/7
CK7
10/16
25/25
5/7
CK8/18
11/16
25/25
4/7
Biopsy diagnosis
SCC (16/16)
AC (20/25)
AC (3/7)
After IHC (No. of case)
NSCLC, NOS (5/25) NSCLC, NOS (4/7)

sis, the only available tissue sample in many
cases being a biopsy. In addition, we included
only poorly differentiated tumors because
immunohistochemistry is most important in
these cases. Our aim was to evaluate the role
of IHC on poorly differentiated biopsy specimens to subtype NSCLCs, relying on the corresponding surgical specimens as the gold standard for diagnosis.
Materials and methods
Case selection
From the databases of the Pathology Divisions
at the first people’s hospital of Changzhou,
China, 245 cases of poorly differentiated
NSCLCs diagnosed on small lung biopsies
(endobronchial biopsies, transbronchial biopsies, and computed tomography-guided core
biopsies) recorded over a 15-year period
(January 1999 through December 2013) were
collected retrospectively. In 63 of these cases,
the tumor was subsequently resected at our
hospital. Criteria for entering the investigation
included: (1) review of the biopsy specimen
confirmed a diagnosis of NSCLC; (2) the tumor
in the biopsy showed no glandular or squamous
differentiating features and could not be subtyped on the basis of H&E morphology. Upon
revision of the original H&E morphology, 15
cases were excluded after they were reclassified as AC or SCC (13 cases), sarcomatoid carcinoma (2 cases). The 48 remaining cases were
included in this study. The study comprised 31
endobronchial biopsies, 15 computed tomographyguided core biopsies and two transbronchial biopsies. The resected tumors were
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reviewed and subtyped on
the basis of H&E morphology according to the 2013
World Health Organization
(WHO) criteria by 2 experienced pathologists in lung
cancer blinded to the immunohistochemical findings. Tumors were classified as AC
if they showed gland formation, SCC if they contained intercellular bridges or
showed keratinization, and
large cell carcinoma (LCC) if
they lacked glandular or
squamous differentiation.

Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemical analysis was performed
on 5-μm thick, formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue sections of each case and all slides
were stained on a BECCHMARK Autostainer
with the EnVision detection system. The antibodies used were ΔNp63 (p40, 1:200,
Calbiochem), p63 (4A4, 1:200, Dako), CK5/6
(D5/16B4, 1:50, Dako), 34βE12 (34βE12,
1:100, Dako), TTF1 (8G7G3/1, 1:100, Dako),
napsin A (MRQ-60, 1:200, Dako), CK7 (OVTL12/30, 1:100, Dako), and CK8/18 (5D3,
1:200, Novocastra). Appropriate positive and
negative controls were included with the study
sections. For each stain, the percentage of positive cells was recorded. The presence of more
than 10% expression of the marker within
tumor cells was considered positive. Cases
with less than 10% overall staining were considered negative.
Results
There were 16 SCCs s, 25 ACs, and 7LCCs in
the resected samples.
Immunohistochemistry in biopsy specimens
The results of immunohistochemical expression on biopsy specimens for each histologic
subtype of carcinoma are summarized in Table
1. ΔNp63 was expressed in all 16 SCCs (100%),
and was negative in all ACs and LCCs. A strong
and well-defined nuclear staining was considered a positive reaction. In SCCs, ΔNp63 was
diffusely positive (50%-90% of tumor cells) in
all cases (Figure 1). P63 staining was seen in
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Figure 1. Immunoreactivity for ΔNp63 and CK5/6 in squamous cell carcinoma. A: Poorly differentiated non-small
cell carcinoma in an endobronchial biopsy (HE, × 200). B: The tumor is positive for ΔNp63 (× 200). C: CK5/6 is also
positive (× 200). D: The corresponding resected specimen showed focal keratinization in the tumor, confirming the
diagnosis of squamous cell carcinoma (HE, × 200).

Figure 2. Immunoreactivity for TTF1 and napsin A in adenocarcinoma. A: Endobronchial biopsy shows poorly differentiated non-small cell carcinoma in (HE, × 200). B: The tumor is positive for TTF1 (× 200). C: Napsin A is also
positive (× 200). D: The corresponding resected specimen showed glands in the tumor, confirming the diagnosis of
adenocarcinoma (HE, × 200).

all 16 SCCs (100%) and also seen in 4 of 25
ACs (16%). All 7 LCCs were negative for p63. In
SCCs, p63 was diffusely positive (40%-90% of
tumor cells) in all cases. Three cases of
p63-positive AC were all positive for TTF-1 and
napsin A. In these cases 20%-30% of tumor
cells stained with p63 and 50%-90% of tumor
cells stained with TTF-1. CK5/6 was positive in
13 of 16 SCCs (81%) (Figure 1), and was negative in all ACs and LCCs. All 3 cases that were
negative for CK5/6 but positive for ΔNp63
lacked TTF-1 and napsin A expression. 34βE12
was positive in 15 of 16 SCCs (94%), in 15 of
25 ACs (60%), and in 2 of 7 LCCS (29%). TTF-1
was positive in 20 of 25 ACs (80%) (Figure 2)
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and 3 of 7 LCCs (43%) but none of 16 SCCs.
Napsin A was positive in 16 of 25 ACs (64%)
(Figure 2) and was negative in all SCCs and
LCCs. All napsin A-positive cases were also
positive for TTF-1. CK7 was positive in all 25
ACs, in 10 of 16 SCCs (63%), and in 5 of 7 LCCs
(71%). CK8/18 was positive in all 25 ACs, in 11
of 16 SCCs (69%), and in 4 of 7 LCCs (57%).
The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive
value, and negative predictive value of the
markers for AC and SCC are presented in Table
2. For SCC, ΔNp63 is the only most sensitive
and specific marker, and best negative predictor (NPV) (sensitivity: 100%, specificity: 100%,
Int J Clin Exp Pathol 2014;7(7):4247-4253
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Table 2. Sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV of markers used in this
study [% (positive/total stained)]
Marker

PPV (%)

NPV (%)

ΔNp63

Subtype Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)
SCC

100 (16/16)

100 (32/32)

100 (16/16)

100 (32/32)

p63

SCC

100 (16/16)

88 (28/32)

80 (16/20)

100 (28/28)

CK5/6

SCC

81 (13/16)

100 (32/32)

100 (13/13)

91 (32/35)

34βE12

SCC

94 (15/16)

47 (15/32)

47 (15/32)

94 (15/16)

TTF1

AC

80 (20/25)

87 (20/23)

87 (20/23)

80 (20/25)

Napsin A

AC

64 (16/25)

100 (23/23)

100 (16/16)

72 (23/32)

CK7

AC

100 (25/25)

35 (8/23)

63 (25/40)

100 (8/8)

CK8/18

AC

100 (25/25)

35 (8/23)

63 (25/40)

100 (8/8)

Sensitivity = TP/TP+FN; Specificity = TN/TN+FP; Positive predictive value (PPV) = TP/
TP+FP; Negative predictive value (NPV) = TN/TN+FN. FN indicates false negatives; FP,
false positives; TN, true negatives; TP, true positives.

Table 3. Algorithm for subtyping of poorly-differentiated non-small cell
lung carcinomas according to immunohistochemical staining in lung
biopsies
ΔNp63
+
+
-

CK5/6
+
-

TTF1
+
+
-

Napsin A
+
-

Diagnosis
Squamous cell carcinoma
Squamous cell carcinoma
Adenocarcinoma
Adenocarcinoma
Poorly-differentiated
non-small cell carcinoma

NPV: 100%). P63 is also the most sensitive
marker but is not entirely specific, because it is
also expressed occasionally in ACs (sensitivity:
100%, specificity: 88%). In contrast to p63,
CK5/6 is entirely specific for SCC and the best
positive predictor (specificity: 100%, PPV:
100%). 34βE12 is sensitive for SCC but is too
nonspecific. For AC, both TTF1 and Napsin A
are specific markers but Napsin A was less sensitive than TTF-1 (64% vs. 80%). CK7 and
CK8/18 are the most sensitive markers for AC
but is not specific.
Algorithm for interpreting immunohistochemistry in biopsy specimens
On the basis of above results, an algorithm for
interpreting immunohistochemistry in poorly
differentiated NSCLC on biopsy specimens was
devised and outlined in Table 3. Because
ΔNp63 provides a higher specificity than p63
and equal sensitivity for the diagnosis of squamous cell carcinoma of the lung, we include
ΔNp63 to substitute with p63 in our panel. On
account of the low specificity of CK7 and
CK8/18 for AC and 34βE12 for SCC respec4250

tively, these markers were
excluded from our panel.
So the panel of choice is
composed of p40, CK5/6,
TTF1, and Napsin A. Positivity for the combination
of p40 and CK5/6 indicated SCC. Tumors positive for
ΔNp63 but negative for
CK5/6 were diagnosed as
SCC also. Positivity for the
combination of TTF1 and
Napsin A indicated AC.
Tumors positive for TTF1
but negative for Napsin A
were diagnosed as AC also.
According to above criteria,
we accurately subtype 39
of 48 (81%) poorly differentiated NSCLCs on biopsy
specimens, including 16
SCCs and 25 ACs. Nine
tumors could not be further
classified on biopsies by
this immunohistochemical
panel.
Discussion

For many years, lung cancer was subdivided
into small cell carcinoma and non-small cell
carcinoma (NSCLC). Until recently, the differentiation of AC and SCC from non-small cell carcinoma had an academic and not a therapeutic
implication, because all variants of NSCLC were
treated with similar chemotherapy regimens
with or without combined radiation therapy.
Because of recent advances in targeted therapies, the subclassification of the NSCLC category to AC and SCC is becoming increasingly
critical. Notably, gefitinib, an epidermal growth
factor receptor (EGFR) tyrosine kinase inhibitor,
is currently recommended as the first-line treatment for adenocarcinoma with EGFR mutations
[4]. Bevacizumab is contraindicated in squamous cell carcinoma because of potentially lifethreatening side effects [11].
The WHO has published guidelines for the classification of lung cancer in resection specimens
based primarily on H&E morphology of the
entire tumor. However, most of lung cancers
present at advanced stages and are unresectable. In these situations, differentiating between AC and SCC subtypes of NSCLC on biopInt J Clin Exp Pathol 2014;7(7):4247-4253
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sies is important in predicting response to targeted therapies. In fact, most NSCLCs can be
easily subtyped as AC or SCC on biopsy specimens without using immunohistochemistry.
However, difficulty in classification may be
encountered due to the presence of only a
small amount of tumor that may not show features of differentiation. Our study shows that
the use of a panel of immunohistochemical
stains, including ΔNp63, CK5/6, TTF-1, and
napsin A in such specimens allows correct subclassification in more than 80% of cases.
The human p63 gene is located on chromosome 3q27-29 and comprises 15 exons. It contains 2 promoters that generate 2 classes of
proteins: the full-length protein TAp63, which
contains the N-terminal transactivation domain,
and the N-terminal-truncated protein isoform
ΔNp63, which lacks this transactivation domain
[12].
In previous reports, the sensitivity of p63 ranges from 75% to more than 95% whereas specificity is between 70% and 90% [13-15]. In our
study, p63, although highly sensitive for SCC,
was not entirely specific, because it was also
expressed occasionally in ACs. Problems may
arise in biopsy samples taken from p63-positive areas with solid growth pattern of poorly
differentiated AC, which is often referred to as
SCC. ΔNp63 expression in lung carcinomas has
been scarcely reported [16, 17]. Nonaka [16]
reported that ΔNp63 was not positive in any
adenocarcinomas, but p63 expression was
observed in 15% of adenocarcinomas. Righi
[17] reported that ΔNp63 was expressed in all
15 SCCs, whereas it was negative in 28 of 29
adenocarcinomas. Our results are similar to
those of the above-mentioned study. Given that
ΔNp63 is completely negative in adenocarcinomas, it appears to provide a high specificity and
sensitivity for the diagnosis of squamous cell
carcinoma of the lung superior to p63.
In our hands, CK5/6 is typically a specific marker for SCC. The high specificity of CK5/6 for
SCC in our study (100%) is similar to earlier
studies [18-20]. Despite the high specificity
and sensitivity of ΔNp63 for SCC, we recommend inclusion of CK5/6 in our immunohistochemical panel because positive staining may
be helpful when ΔNp63 staining is equivocal,
especially because it is a cytoplasmic rather
than nuclear stain. The high molecular weight
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keratin marker, 34βE12, is also a highly sensitive marker for SCC, but is too nonspecific to be
diagnostically useful. Similar findings have
been reported by other investigators, suggesting that 34βE12 should not be used to diagnose SCC [21, 22].
TTF1 is a highly specific, but not very sensitive
marker for ACs, The high specificity of TTF-1 for
ACs has been noted by earlier studies [23-25].
Napsin A is a new marker for diagnose pulmonary ACs. In our study, napsin A was more specific but slightly less sensitive than TTF-1 for AC.
Because napsin A provided excellent specificity
for predicting an adenocarcinoma histotype
[26-28], we recommend that napsin A could be
added in the immunohistochemical panel
because positive staining may be highly useful
for separating primary lung ACs from SCCs,
especially other investigators have reported
rare cases of TTF-1-negative but napsin
A-positive pulmonary AC [25, 26].
Three biopsy samples in our study were positive for TTF-1 but negative for napsin A, and the
resected tumors fulfilled the WHO morphologic
criteria for LCC. Recent studies have demonstrated that many LCCs show features of AC
and because TTF-1 is highly specific for AC, we
believe that such tumors should be classified
as AC [26, 29].
Two of the markers we evaluated for ACs, CK7
and CK8/18, were highly sensitive but too nonspecific to be diagnostically helpful. Our findings were similar to those reported by other
investigators, suggesting that CK7 and CK8/18
should not be used to differentiate between AC
and SCC [30, 31].
Lung carcinomas are a heterogenous group of
tumors and this heterogeneity is particularly
prominent in the adenocarcinoma category.
Heterogeneity confounds accurate diagnosis,
as sampling of a poorly differentiated area cannot, by definition, differentiate ADC or SCC. In
the cases in which morphologic subtype is
reported as NSCLC NOS, panels of immunohistochemical markers to differentiate AC from
SCC are especially useful. Loo et al [20] reported that they were able to subtype 30 of 42
(71%) poorly differentiated NSCLCs as AC or
SCC. They used a slightly different panel than
ours, including TTF-1, p63, CK5/6, and Alcian
blue-periodic acid Schiff. Nicholson et al [21]
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reported that a combination of PAS with diastase, p63, TTF1, and CK5/6 is able to classify
most small biopsies of NSCLC into SCC or ADC
when the subtype is not definitive by morphology alone. Our findings in this study are similar
and support these earlier reports. In our study,
poorly differentiated NSCLCs can be accurately
subtyped on small lung biopsies in more than
80% of cases (81%, 39 of 48 cases) using a
panel composed of TTF-1, Napsin A, ΔNp63,
and CK5/6.
In conclusion, on the basis of the results of our
study and a comprehensive review of the literature, we suggest that immunohistochemical
staining should be carried out in all cases in
which no glandular morphologic features or
squamous morphological features are identified by examination of hematoxylin-eosin
(H&E)-stained slides. The immunohistochemical profile we recommend is composed of TTF1, Napsin A, ΔNp63, and CK5/6.
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